
Research on psychological pricing is continuously evolving. New studies and insights are 

published virtually every month or quarter. To help you stay up to date, I grant you exclusive 

access to bi-annual updates on psychological pricing research. You are cordially invited to 

check out your free updates here:   Link: www.PsychologyOfPricing.com/readersarea 

Password: freeforreaders (Location 319) 

 

In an often-cited study, Marn and Rosiello (1992) from McKinsey analyzed 2,463 companies 

and calculated an increase in profit assuming a 1% improvement in each of the four profit 

drivers. Here is what they found: 1% improvement to fixed cost or variable costs increases 

profits by 2.3% or 7.8%, respectively. Raising sales volume by 1% raises profits by 3.3%. 

However, the largest leverage effect has a price increase of 1%: it boosts profits by 11.1%. 

(Location 356) 

 

Guiding questions are always: What can we change in terms of prices, contextual information, 

and payment process? How will customers perceive this information? How will customers 

react upon their perception? (Location 432) 

 

Stiving and Winer (1997) showed that participants in an experiment prefer a sale price of $0.79 

compared to a regular price of $0.93 much more than a sale price of $0.75 next to a regular 

price of $0.89 although the absolute discount was the same and the relative discount in the 

latter case was actually larger. Processing numbers from left to right explains this effect: in 

the first sale price example, the difference between the left-most price digits is two (9–7); in 

the second example, it’s just one (8–7). More details on the cognitive explanation of odd prices 

are given in the section on the left digit effect. (Location 484) 

 

The effectiveness of odd-price endings depends on price level. For low-priced products, it’s 

better to use 99; for high-priced products, let prices end in 95. (Location 510) 

 

When comparing two prices, consumers evaluate a price that ends with a nine as significantly 

lower than a slightly higher round price only if the left digit changes. This effect diminishes 

with increasing distance between regular price and sales price and for high-priced products 

(high three-digit prices and four-digit prices). (Location 539) 

 

round prices feel more right for hedonic, emotion-based products, whereas odd prices are 

appropriate for utilitarian, cognition-based products. (Location 546) 
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Get to know why customers buy your products and whether their decision is triggered by 

emotions or cognitions. Use round prices for hedonic products and non-round prices for 

utilitarian products. (Location 561) 

 

Choose regular and sale prices so that the sale price’s right digit is below the regular price’s 

and that both right digits are smaller than five. (Location 573) 

 

In the context of six-digit prices, customers perceive prices that are more precise as lower than 

slightly lower round prices. (Location 595) 

 

When offering a promotion for low price items you should consider whether to give them 

away for free. (Location 683) 

 

Consumers are more willing to buy deals when numbers are related in their discount messages 

(e.g. regular price, sale price, and discount). (Location 698) 

 

Adjust prices of similar options so that they are slightly different and support customer choice. 

(Location 748) 

 

Mind the number of syllables of your spoken price: Consumers perceive prices with fewer 

syllables as lower. (Location 777) 

 

Leaving out the comma in a four+ digit price reduces customers’ price magnitude perception. 

(Location 787) 

 

To maximize perceived differences between regular and sale prices, use numbers 1 and 2 for 

regular prices, and numbers 3, 6, 7, and 8 in sale prices (English only). (Location 823) 

 

Consumers show a higher purchase likelihood if the smaller sales price is displayed in a smaller 

rather than larger font. (Location 856) 
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